• Winds: Flute, Oboe, Clarinet (Bb), Bassoon • Brass: Horn (F), Trumpet (Bb), Trombone, Tuba (+Euphonium or Tenor Trombone) o Tuba: due to the high register used in Movement I, a euphonium or tenor trombone could be used instead of a tuba.
• Percussion: each percussionist needs: rubber mallets, soft mallets, and a bow.
o Percussion 1: Crotales, Tam-tam o Percussion 2: Almglocken, Suspended cymbal, Bass drum • Piano: most keys that are used are prepared with Sticky Putty (SP) or coated paper clips (PC). A legend is included alongside the harmonic collections on page ix. o Sticky putty can should be rolled into small balls and stuck against the strings; products like Silly Putty and Sticky Tack will work. o Make sure paper clips are small (ca. 1-inch) and vinyl coated, as uncoated ones tend to slip off when the strings vibrate. Of each pitch's three strings, the paperclips should squeeze two of them, to slightly detune the pitch.
• Strings: Violin 1, Violin 2, Viola, Cello, Bass ELECTRONICS The electronic part is for stereo (2-channel) fixed media. The part is composed entirely with sine tones. In Movements I and III, the electronics should complement the ensemble, and act as a resonant, harmonic backdrop. In Movement II, the ensemble and electronics are designed to contrast one another.
In general, the electronic sound should be as diffuse as possible, and should be allowed to blend with the ensemble. Speakers should be on stands, behind the ensemble, pointing slightly outward, toward the side walls of the concert space.
The person managing the electronics has two duties: to signal the conductor throughout Movement II, and to control volume levels at a mixer.
• Cues should be given to the conductor in Movement II at rehearsal marks 1 , 2 , 3 , and at the start of Movement III. It may be useful to give the cues in a tempo of 60bpm.
• The electronics should be able to be played a relatively constant volume level, though a few directions ought to be considered throughout the piece:
vi o At the start of the electronic part, fade in slowly, and crescendo to a level in which the electronics are only apparent when the ensemble is relatively quiet. o At rehearsal 8 in Movement I, be careful that the solo and duo sine tone transition to Movement II is not too loud, as it may be harsh on the ears in the room. o In Movement II, the volume of the electronics may need to be raised during instrumental portions, so it is not completely buried by the ensemble. When the electronics are alone, they still ought to be slightly diffuse. o At the start of Movement III, be careful that the electronics do not cover the ensemble.
TEMPI & RHYTHM
Tempi in Movement I are governed by one large rallentando, which is split into two halves. The rallentando is generated from a linear algorithm, moving from 60 to 15 bpm over 3 minutes. A moment of stability is interpolated at roughly the halfway point, which occurs at rehearsal 2 . Rhythms should perpetually re-scale according to the changing tempo. Some rhythms will be particularly difficult to execute consistently, especially considering the slow and moving tempo: this is the desired effect. The overall texture of the Movement I should be unstable ("Stability" on the score refers only to tempo), though not chaotic.
REPEATING RHYTHMIC CELLS
Instrumental gestures in Movement I are mostly written as repeating rhythmic cells. Each cell is one beat in duration. Arrows with hollow heads mean to repeat the given cell, with the beat, until the next event. Stems are written to visualize the beats, and boxes are occasionally added for clarity.
In the example below, the boxed rhythmic cell should be repeated for a total of seven beats.
vii TECHNIQUES Black arrows represent a gradual transition from one technique to another.
Strings:
• s.p. = sul ponticello • s.t. = sul tasto • ord. = cancels s.p. or s.t.
Flute: a dark circle indicates full tone; a half-filled circle indicates a mixture of tone and air noise; a hollow circle indicates air noise.
Brass: mutes are suggested to create a general dynamic balance between all instruments of the ensemble.
Percussion: before rehearsal 5 in Movement I, dampen resonance on the almglocken and crotales during rests.
Piano:
• "Pizz." means to pluck the corresponding string inside the piano, about 2-3 inches from the hammers. Pluck with a fingernail or a plectrum for a bright, metallic sound. Remove any preparations in advance.
• "Key" means to play the piano keys in the ordinary fashion. Eighth-tones are to be treated more as inflections, rather than as specifically demanded pitches. Accidentals remain active for the entire bar. Like the rhythms, some notes will be difficult to execute and may be unreliable. This is desired.
viii SPECTRA The written pitches are meant to approximate the exact components of a sound spectrum, which is divided into three sub-collections. These are derived from successively softer partials from the recorded sound, and thus demonstrate varying degrees of spectral fusion. The collections are included on page ix; numbers near the noteheads correspond with cent deviations.
• Movement I showcases the collection formed by the softest partials of the recorded sound.
• Movement II features portions of the middle-ground collection in the instrumental parts, while the electronics feature several layered glissandi from A440 to the primary collection.
• Movement III features the primary collection.
The recorded sound was created by striking the lowest C on the piano, while holding down as many low keys as possible. Ob.
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